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« Dark Corners »
We in the field did think of the economy as roughly linear, constantly subject to
different shocks, constantly fluctuating, but naturally returning to its steady state
over time. […] The main lesson of the crisis is that we were much closer to “dark
corners” — situations in which the economy could badly malfunction — than we
thought.
Now that we are more aware of nonlinearities and the dangers they pose, we
should explore them further theoretically and empirically. […] Trying to create a
model that integrates normal times and systemic risks may be beyond the
profession’s conceptual and technical reach at this stage
⊲ From Olivier Blanchard’s remarkable recent piece « Where Danger Lurks »
(2014)
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« DARK CORNERS » AND PHASE DIAGRAMS
Models with « crises »: an Ariadne thread

Linear behaviour or Dark corners ?

• An overarching concept:
the “phase diagram” in parameter space
⊲ Well within a phase, properties are qualitatively
similar and linear theory is indeed valid
(small changes lead to small effects)
⇒ “macroscopic” (aggregate) properties are robust

against changes of “microscopic” (agent) details
⊲ In the vicinity of the phase boundaries, small
changes of parameters can have dramatic effects
 A working definition of “dark corners”
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A qualitative synopsis of
the behaviour of the system
in parameter space

Discontinuities and hysteresis
• Two kinds of phase boundaries
⊲ Discontinuous transitions: the two equilibrium states
on the two sides of the transition are very different
(i.e. solid and liquid)
⇒ Dynamically, the equilibrium boundary is blurred and
becomes a coexistence region
• Small systems oscillate abruptly between the two states
• Large systems are trapped in one or the other  history
dependence/hysteresis – see below
⊲ Continuous transitions: collective behaviour sets in along
critical boundaries, but in a smooth way – see below
Note:
5 More complicated scenarii are imaginable, but much less “generic”

Coexistence region

From micro-rules to macro-behaviour
• Establishing the phase diagram of a model from the
behaviour of individual constituents is notoriously hard
and is one of the achievements of Statistical Mechanics
• The behaviour is some phases is easy to guess (i.e.
in a non interacting gas) but collective effects can lead
to genuinely surprising and non-intuitive behaviour:
micro and macro behaviour need not and do not
coincide
⊲ Rigidity, magnetism, super-fluidity, etc.
⊲ Segregation phenomenon (Schelling), bird flocks
and fish schools, etc., etc.
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Van der Waals
(Nobel Prize 1910)
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AIM : ILLUSTRATE THESE GENERAL IDEAS WITH 2 (3?) EXAMPLES
1. Is the rational equilibrium dynamically relevant?

2. The phase diagram of a prototype agent based model
3. Trust collapse in a networked society
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1. IS THE RATIONAL EQUILIBRIUM DYNAMICALLY RELEVANT?

with J. Bonart, A. Landier, D. Thesmar

A. Is the standard rational equilibrium relevant?
• Start from a classical model of interacting firms with a realistic
Input/Output network, Cobb-Douglas technologies, and households
with utilities (cf. Long-Plosser, Acemoglu/Carvalho)

GM, Ford, Chrystler
Atalay et al.

• The « standard » rational equilibrium: Prices, wages and production
levels are set by profit/utility maximisation and market clearing – but
this requires all agents to be perfect and omniscient.
• Dynamics? Is this state at all relevant for describing the economy?
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A. Is the standard rational equilibrium relevant?
• A dynamical version based on two (realistic) behavioural assumptions:
 Firms only make partial steps towards the optimal production target
(parameter g ∈ [0,1])
 Firms attempt to guess the price at which they will sell
(parameter q ∈ [-1,1])

Note: here markets clear, but we also considered surplus/shortage/groping,
leading to a similar (but extended) phase diagram

•
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Is the standard rational equilibrium relevant?
• The phase diagram – coordination breakdown for fast adjustments

Note: g=1 is
always unstable!
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Adjustment speed g

Continuous transition

Unstable phase

Aggregate volatility without any
idiosyncratic shocks!

Rational eq. is stable
But aggregate volatility much too low
(aka the « business cycle » puzzle)

Price extrapolation q

In the unstable phase, the rational eq. still exists but is unreachable!

Is the standard rational equilibrium relevant?
• Major conclusion:

 “small shocks, large business cycle”
(Bernanke et. al, 1996)

g

Plausible heuristic dynamics may
converge to the standard equilibrium –
or lead to “chaos” and excess volatility

Unstable

Stable

q

Depending on the region in phase space, bounded rationality
(here “conservatism bias”) helps the system find equilibrium
or is a radical game-changer

2. THE PHASE DIAGRAM OF A STYLIZED ABM

with S. Gualdi, M. Tarzia, F. Zamponi
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B. Crises in a stylized agent based model

• Recently: extensive studies of comprehensive
macroeconomic ABMs with firms, households, central banks,
prices, wages, rates… (“EURACE”, “Lagom”, “Mark I”, …)
• Problem: these are huge models, with dozens of parameters
– one may easily get lost in the “wilderness” of high
dimensional spaces
• Even highly stylized models (“Mark 0” – see below) still have
many parameters (~10) – at least by physics standards

B. Crises in a stylized agent based model

• Even highly stylized models still have many parameters (~10)

• Idea: Establish the phase diagram to capture the model’s
essential phenomenology – using numerical simulations* and
(approximate) analytical arguments
 It often turns out that many parameters only change
quantitatively, but not qualitatively, the aggregate properties of
large economies – cf. intro.
* The qualitative aggregate properties usually quickly set in and is easy to study numerically

B. Crises in a stylized agent based model
• “Mark 0” – a stylized ABM with plausible behavioural/tatônnement rules,
(similar to Mark I):
1) Firms adjust workforce (= production), prices, and possibly wages in reaction to
sales. Hiring/firing adjustments maybe different, with ratio R
2) Households’ consumption budget = a fraction of their wealth. They favour firms
with lower prices with some “intensity of choice”
3) Firms default when debt exceeds a multiple M of total sales, and are replaced by
new firms with some rate [Debt is shared between households & surviving firms]

 Min: 7 parameters; 5 turn out to be “innocuous” but 2 are crucial:
Ratio of hiring/firing adjustment rates (in reaction to sales)
Maximum debt-to-sales ratio before bankruptcy (i.e. leverage)

B. Crises in stylized agent based models
⇒ A robust topology of the phase diagram
(w.r.t. behavioural rules and parameters, e.g. fixed/variable wages, etc…)

Continuous
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Full Unemployment

M

« Endogenous crises »

Unemployment

Full Employment

Discontinuous

Quasi-periodic
unemployment
spikes without
external shocks

Residual Unemployment

R

 Ratio of hiring/firing adjustment rates: if firms fire faster than they hire, the economy collapses

 Maximum level of indebtedness before bankruptcy: if too small, firms default “accidentally” leading
to residual unemployment. As M grows, a curious phase with unemployment spikes sets in

B. Crises in stylized agent based models
⇒ The proximity of a discontinuous phase transition leads to large
spontaneous, or induced, fluctuations (cf. Mark I)
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Residual Unemployment

R

Uneployment rate

« Endogenous crises »

Unemployment

M

Full Unemployment

Full Employment

Time

B. Crises in stylized agent based models
•

The Endogeneous Crisis phase:

Waves of collective defaults, mediated by a feedback loop:
Default  Increased unemployement and decreased consumption
 Fragilisation of other firms  More defaults
• A purely stochastic toy model with a fully analytic synchronisation phase transition:

Out-current J(t)

• A universal phenomenon
Synchronisation of oscillators (neurons, fireflies,..)

B. Crises in stylized agent based models
• Synchronisation of fireflies

For 300 years, Western travellers to Southeast Asia had been returning
with tales of enormous congregations of fireflies blinking on and off in
unison, in displays that stretched for miles along the riverbanks.
How could thousands of fireflies orchestrate their flashing so precisely and
on such vast scales?
For decades, no one could come up with a plausible theory. A few believed
there must be a maestro, a firefly that cues all the rest. Only by the late
60’s did the pieces of the puzzle begin to fall into place…
 Winfree, Kuramoto, Strogatz, etc…and surely some relevance in eco?

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS & « DARK CORNERS »
A « Central Bank » sets
the interest rate in Mark 0

with S. Gualdi, M. Tarzia, F. Zamponi

Policy experiments : Mild and Wild
• Target employment e* & inflation p*  « Taylor rule » for the interest rate
r = r* + ap (p - p*) + ae (e - e*)

• r affects households’ consumption & firms’ policy (+ cost of debt)

Unemployment

« Mild » policy – successful

« Wild » policy – destabilising

Policy experiments close to a transition
• Again, over-reaction leads to instabilities
All the more so when close to « dark corners »

• Note: opposite conclusion within DSGE —
The economy is only stable for large enough a’s
cf. J. Gali, in Monetary Policy, Inflation and the Business Cycle (2008):
The monetary authority should respond to deviations of inflation and the output gap
from their target levels by adjusting the nominal rate with “sufficient strength” [...] it is
the presence of a “threat" of a strong response by the monetary authority to an
eventual deviation of the output gap and inflation from target that suffices to rule out
any such deviation (!)

3. TRUST COLLAPSE IN A NETWORKED SOCIETY

with J. Batista, D. Challet
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Sudden trust collapse in 2008

Our workers are no less productive
than when this crisis began. Our
minds are no less inventive, our
goods and services no less needed
than they were last week..
Pr. Barack Obama (Jan. 2009)
So, what happened* ??

* Those who were in New York at the end of Sept. 2008 will remember the sight of completely empty
retail25stores and stories of people emptying their bank accounts and going home with cash in plastic bags

Trust collapse in a networked society
• A schematic model of trust formation through links between individual
entities, or nodes (individuals/firms/banks), each characterized by a
certain “trustworthiness”

 Trust promotes link formation and is itself transmitted through links
– I trust you because he trusts you because I trust you
(a potentially fragile construction!)

 Panic begets panic: accidental drop of the trustworthiness of a node
leads to severing links and further drop of average trustworthiness
Similar ideas and results in Marsili & Vega-Redondo; Marsili, Kirman & Anand; Sornette & Holyst, etc.
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Trust collapse in a networked society
• Phase diagram (numerical + analytical “mean field” approximation)

⇒ A coexistence region leading to a tipping
point as the intrinsic trustworthiness of
the system is reduced – e.g. bad news about
banks balance sheets, etc.
⇒ Metastability and history dependence
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Sparse network
Low trust

Average trust in network/society

⇒ A discontinuous phase transition between
a dense network with high trust and a
sparse network with low trust.

Dense network
High trust
Phase
Coexistence

« Intrinsic » trustworthiness

Trust collapse in the banking system

Average trust in network

Phase
Coexistence

?
« Intrinsic » trustworthiness

The crisis here is not induced by a major exogenous shock (that would replace the
favorable equilibrium by an unfavorable one) but by mild fluctuations that can induce
a transition toward an already pre-existing bad equilibrium “lurking” around
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THE USEFULNESS OF COMPLEX, QUALITATIVE MODELS

g

Unstable

Stable
q

Why is complex but qualitative useful ?
• Standard DSGE models are quantitative and can be easily calibrated,
but « too simple »: no unexpected behaviour, no dark corners…
The problem is that we came to believe that this was indeed the way the world
worked. (O. Blanchard, op. cit.)

• Collective effects are often counterintuitive and defeat our imagination
Done properly, computer simulation represents a kind of “telescope for the mind,”
multiplying human powers of analysis and insight just as a telescope does our
powers of vision. With simulations, we can discover relationships that the unaided
human mind, or even the human mind aided with the best mathematical analysis,
would never grasp. (M. Buchanan, NYT, October 2008)

Why is complex but qualitative useful ?
• Collective effects are often counterintuitive and defeat our imagination
 We need models/simulations to imagine qualitative scenarios and
identify « dark corners » / « tipping points » / « black swans »
 ABMs: An experimental (in silico) approach to macro-economics with
a rich phenomenology (instabilities/phase transitions), not obviously
contained in the assumptions (e.g. the endogenous crisis waves above)

Conclusion – Important messages
• Instabilities/phase transitions are generic and lead to endogenous
volatility and unexpected crises
 Bad equilibria can « lurk around »
• Some parameters do play a critical role, others do not
 Over-reaction can be destabilizing (hiring/firing, adjustments,
monetary policy…) and lead to excess volatility/crises

• A methodological manifesto
 Phase-diagrams are crucially useful qualitative tools, even when full
model calibration is difficult – e.g. large « realistic » ABMs
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